A new classes of functions, called strongly na-precontinuous functions, strongly na-continuous functions and na-continuous functions have been introduced. This paper considers the class of <5 s -na-continuous functions and its relationships to semiregularization topologies, the other related functions. Preservation of appropriate topological properties by 5 s -na-continuous functions is investigated.
Introduction
In two recent papers, Nasef and Noiri [25] have considered the class of strongly na-precontinuous functions and Navalagi [26] has introduced the class of weakly a-irresolute functions. The object of the present paper is to introduce and to study a new class of functions called <5. s -na-continuous functions. This class generalize the classes of strongly na-precontinuous functions [25] , strongly na-continuous functions [20] and na-continuous functions [5] .
Various characterizations and some properties of such functions have been discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, many properties of ¿ s -na-continuous functions are obtained. In Section 5, the relationships among ¿ s -nacontinuous functions and the related functions are investigated. Section 6 is concerned with results on 5 s -na-graph, product spaces and the other properties.
Preliminaries
Let A be a subset of a topological space X. The closure and the interior of A are denoted by cl(A) and int(A), respectively. The complement of ¿-open set is called ¿-closed. Alternatively, a set A of (X,T) is called ¿-closed [40] 
if A = S-cl(A), where S-cl(A) = {x G X :
A n int(cl(U)) ^ 0, U 6 r and x G U}. DEFINITION 3 . A subset S of a topological space X is said to be ¿-semiopen [34] 
iff S C cl(S-int(S)).
The complement of a ¿-semiopen set is called a ¿-semiclosed set [34] .
The union (resp. intersection) of all ¿-semiopen (resp. ¿-semiclosed) sets, each contained in (resp. containing) a set S in a topological space X is called the ¿-semiinterior (resp. ¿-semiclosure) of S and it is denoted by 5-sint(S) (resp. S-scl(S)) [34] . LEMMA 4. For any subset S of a topological space X, X\6-scl(K) = 6-sint(X\K) [34] . 
60(X), ÓSO(X), AO(X), FO(X)).
The family of all regular closed (resp. preclosed, semi-closed, ¿-closed, ¿-semiclosed, a-closed, feebly closed) sets of a space (X, r) is denoted by RC(X) (resp. [39] (resp. semi-closed [6] , preclosed [22] , a-closed [24] ). DEFINITION 6. The intersection of all semi-closed (resp. preclosed, a-closed) sets containing a subset A of X is called the semi-closure [6] (resp. preclosure [11] , a-closure [24] ) of A and is denoted by scl(A) (resp. pcl(A), acl(A)). DEFINITION 7. The union of all semi-open (resp. preopen, a-open) sets contained in a subset A of X is called the semi-interior (resp. preinterior, a-interior) of A and is denoted by sint(A) (resp. pint(A), aint(A)).
PC(X), SC(X), 6C(X), ÓSC(X), aC(X), FC(X)). The family of regular
open (resp. preopen, semi-open, ¿-open, ¿-semiopen, a-open, feebly open) sets of (X,T) containing x G X is denoted by RO(X,x) (resp. PO(X,x), SO(X,x), SO(X,x), SSO(X, x), AO(X,x), FO(X,x)).
On an extension for functions
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Throughout the present paper, (X,T) and (Y,A) denote topological spaces and / : (X,T) -> (F, A) presents a (single valued) function from topological space (X, r) into a topological space (Y, a). (
(2) The subset {(x, f(x)) : x G -X"} C X x Y is called the graph of / and is denoted by G(f).
¿s-na-continuous functions
In this section, we obtain characterizations and properties of ¿s-nacontinuous functions. 
(2)^ (7)<^ (8): Obvious.
• DEFINITION 13. A space X is said to be ¿-semi-connected if it cannot be expressed as the union of two nonempty disjoint ¿-semiopen sets. DEFINITION 
14.
A space X is said to be (1) a-compact [19] if every a-open cover of X has a finite subcover, (2) ¿-semi-compact if every ¿-semiopen cover of X has a finite subcover. 
Properties of 8S-na-continuous functions
In this section we obtain preservation theorems of <5 s -na-continuous functions. DEFINITION 17 . The ¿-semifrontier of a subset A of a space X is given by 5-sfr(A) = S-scl(A) n S-scl(X\A) [10] . THEOREM 
The set of all points x G X at which a function f : (X, r) -> (Y,o) is not 8 s -na-continuous is identical with the union of 8-semifrontier of the inverse images of a-open sets containing f{x).
Proof. Suppose that / is not <5 s -na-continuous at
On the other hand, we have x G / -1 (V) C and hence x G <f-s/r(/ _1 (V)). Conversely, suppose that / is ¿ s -na-continuous atx€X and let Proof. Suppose that X is not ¿-semiconnected and that every ¿ s -nacontinuous function from X into Y is constant. Since X is not ¿-semiconnected there exists a proper nonempty ¿-semiclopen subset A of X. Let Y = {a, b} and r = {Y, 0, {a}, {b}} be a topology for Y. Let / : X Y be a function such that f(A) = {a} and f(X\A) = {6}. Then / is non-constant and ¿s-na-continuous such that Y is To which is a contradiction. Hence X must be ¿-semiconnected.
• DEFINITION 24 . A space X is said to be ¿-semi-normal if every pair of nonempty disjoint closed sets can be separated by disjoint ¿-semiopen sets. DEFINITION 25 . A space X is said to be feebly normal [27] if every pair of nonempty disjoint closed sets can be separated by disjoint feebly open sets. • DEFINITION 27 . A space X is said to be ¿-semi-Ti if for each pair of distinct points x, y £ X, there exist ¿-semiopen sets U and V containing x and y, respectively, such that y ^ U and x ^ V. DEFINITION 28 . A topological space (X, R) is said to be <5-semi-T2 if for each distinct points x, y € X there exist U,Ve 8SO(X) containing x and y, respectively, such that U D V = 0. THEOREM 
If f : (X,r) -* (Y,a) is a 5 s -na-continuous injection and (Y,A) is Hausdorff then {X,T) is 8-semi-T2.
Proof. Let x, y be any distinct points of X. Then /(x) ^ f(y)-Since (Y, a) is Hausdorff then there exist open sets U, V in Y containing f(x), f(y),
respectively, such that U fl V = 0. Since / is <5 s -na-continuous then there exist G, H £ 5SO(X) containing x, y, respectively, such that f(G) C U and f{H) C V. This implies that G fl H = 0. Hence (X, r) is ¿-semi-T 2 .
•
¿ s -na-continuity and other forms of na-continuity
In this section we investigate the relationship among <5 s -na-continuous functions and other related functions. (1) Pf is a set of all points of precontinuity, (2) Qf is a set of all points of quasi-continuity. is not dense in U}. If the set SF is dense in X then / is called mildly continuous [3] . DEFINITION (F, a) be a function and set PQf = Pf U Qf = {x € X : x G Pf or x 6 Qf}, i-e. PQf contains all points of X in which / is precontinuous or quasi-continuous. If PQf = X and Sf is a closed subset of X then we say that / is extremally /3-continuous [8] . 
Let / : (X,t) ->
Then a function f : (X,T) -> (Y, A) is 6s-na-continuous if and only if it is weakly a-irresolute.
Proof. It can be obtained from Proposition 2.6 in [9] and from Theorem 3.3 in [13] .
• THEOREM 46. Let (X, R) be a semi-regular space and (Y, A) be a submaximal and extremally disconnected space. Then the following conditions are equivalent for a function f : {X,T) -* (Y,A): (1) / is 6s-na-continuous, (2) / is weakly a-irresolute, (3) / is quasi-continuous, (4) / is irresolute, (5) / is strongly simple-continuous and pre sg-continuous, (6) / is mildly continuous and extremally f3-continuous.
Proof. It is known that since ( Y, a) is submaximal and extremally disconnected, by using [37; Lemma 3] and [30, Lemma 3 
.1], a = a a = PO(X, a) -SO(X,a).
To complete the proof, it can be obtained from Theorem 3.6 in [9] and Theorem 3.8 in [8] .
• REMARK 47. It is shown in [29] that aO(X) is a topology for X and it is stronger than the given topology r on X and it is denoted by rQ. 
The other properties
In this section we investigate basic properties of ¿¿¡-na-continuous functions and relationships between ¿ s -na-continuous functions and graphs. (
1) IfU is regular open set in X then so is U C\S in the subspace (S, rs). (2) If B (c S) is regular open in (S,TS) then there is a regular open set
REMARK 56. The intersection of even two ¿-semiopen sets may not be ¿-semiopen set [34] . 
